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Anyonghaseyo, dear brothers and sisters! 

 

Here again an inspiration, based on the words of True Father, True Mother and Sun Jin Nim: 

 

True Mother: "Whenever my husband and I faced hardship, we did not evade them. No matter how unjust 

the persecution we received, we did not blame anyone; rather, we loved them. When we overcame ordeals 

in this manner, blessings that we could not even imagine took place." [1] 

 

It is no surprise that such blessings came, because loving the enemy is the strongest weapon against evil. 

It is the highest expression of true love and the boundary line between victory and defeat: 

 

True Father: "There is amazing truth in God's council to "love your enemies." In fact, this is one of God's 

battle strategies. These words sound simple. No one realized, though, that they have marked the boundary 

line between victory and defeat in the battle between God and Satan." [2] 

 

We are all called to become people of such love, who love people no matter what they believe, no matter 

what they do or have done. We all are called to become people who keep loving, no matter what, instead 

of following the fallen nature, developing and nurturing resentments. Rather we need to be grateful to 



 

 

God in any situation, while keeping a loving heart towards everyone. 

 

Developing resentments against others will only drag ourselves down. God's blessing, however, will 

come if we keep loving people, no matter what the response may be, and at the same time keep a grateful 

heart towards God. 

 

It is no point to complain to God about some situation we are in, because whatever God does is out of 

love for us. We can trust that. 

 

If we keep a loving and grateful heart in any situation then we will live a true life. We can even conquer 

hell and become true men and women in the image of God: 

 

True Mother: "True love can serve as the basis for conquering even hell. When you come to possess true 

love, all sorrows and pains transform into joy within that true love. In other words, true love is the desire 

of the original nature of humankind, which remains as an absolute authority that is greater than any 

authority asserted through power, knowledge or money." [3] 

 

With true love we can solve problems that otherwise cannot be solved: 

 

True Father: "When your standard of heart is the same as God's, all problems will be solved." [4] 

 

And then we fulfill the purpose of our life: 

 

True Father: "The purpose of life is to occupy the love of God. If you do not occupy the love of God, 

even if you think you have achieved all your hopes, you have not achieved anything." [5] 

 

By reaching God's standard of heart more and more, we are on the way to occupy the love of God, and to 

become the people of God's dreams. We become the greatest peace makers ever. 

 

We are all called to become such people: 

 

Sun Jin Nim: "True Father set the standard of true love, a standard we are called to embody." [6] 

 

Love from Bruno 
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